Deep Linking in ULearn

Deep linking allows a learner to click a URL (or link) that goes directly to a particular page in ULearn as opposed to the main sign-in page. It eliminates the need to search for training items in ULearn by sending learners to a specific place in the system, such as a course registration page. Deep links can be used in emails as well as on departmental websites.

1. Navigate to Admin > Catalog and click <Deep Link>.

2. On the Deep Link page, click the Deep Link Generator tab.

3. Select the type of link to generate. For a user registration link, select “LO Details.”

4. Click the pop-up icon to search for the training for which the link is being created.
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5. Search for the training, then click the blue + sign in front of the name of the training.

To link to a specific session, click the gray + box, then click the blue + sign in front of the desired session.

6. Click <Generate Links>. To create the deep link with hyperlinked text, enter the text in the Alternate Text field.

7. Three links will be generated. The highlighted text below can be copied and embedded into HTML so users can click “Alternate Text” to go to the registration.

8. Not using HTML? Copy the registration link beginning with “https” and ending before “title=”. Do not include quotes. Be sure the <a href=’ and ‘ title=Alternate Text’>Alternate Text</a> are not part of the link—those portions are only for HTML.